
Figure 1: Reflected light micrograph of an olivine + 5

vol% Fe-S sample sheared top-to-the-right to ( = 1.5

(PI-969).  The gray phase is olivine, the  bright phase is

iron sulfide, and the black marks are areas of pluck-out

that occurred during polishing.  The originally

homogeneously distributed sulfide is now concentrated

into regions containing up to 15% metallic melt.
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Introduction: The segregation of metals from

silicates to form a core is an important event in a  planet’s

development.  The growth of a core could have pro-

ceeded either by settling of liquid metal through a liquid

silicate (magma) ocean or by percolation of liquid metal

through a solid  silicate mantle.  Percolation of metallic

melt had previously been excluded as a viable segrega-

tion mechanism because metallic melts do not form an

interconnected network under hydrostatic conditions,

except at high melt fraction (>5 vol%), due to the high

dihedral angle between metals and silicates (>60°) [1].

Without an interconnected network, the metallic melt will

not be able to drain from the solid silicate matrix by

porous flow, leaving the magma ocean hypothesis as the

only possible mechanism to form the core.

The effect of deformation on the distribution of

metallic melts must be taken into account, because

convection is a common feature in terrestrial mantles, and

the distribution of metallic melt in deforming systems

must be known before segregation by porous flow can be

dismissed.  We have deformed samples of olivine + 5

vol% Fe-S to  strains of ( = 2.5  in simple shear and find

that the metallic melt segregates into melt-rich planes

oriented at 20-30° to  the shear plane .  These metallic

melt-rich bands are similar in structure to the silicate

melt-rich bands reported by Holtzman et al. [2], indicat-

ing that deformation can interconnect isolated metallic

melt pockets and allow porous flow of non-wetting melts.

Experimental Details: Samples of olivine + Fe-S

were fabricated by hot-pressing a mechanical mixture of

the two phases.  Olivine powders with a starting grain

size of ~10 :m were prepared by crushing crystals of San

Carlos olivine followed by pulverization in a fluid energy

mill.  Iron sulfide powder with a particle size of ~5 :m

was prepared from a 2:1 mixture of reagent grade iron

sulfide (FeS) plus iron.

Rods 20 mm in length by 10 mm in diameter were

cold-pressed into iron capsules with a uniaxial stress of

~200 MPa.  These rods were then hot-pressed at 1523 K

and 300 MPa for 4 h to obtain a starting material with

<2% porosity.

Samples for shear experiments were cut perpendicular

to the long axis of these rods.  The discs were shaped into

ellipses ~6 mm by ~8 mm with a thickness ranging from

0.6 to1.0  mm. An iron foil strain marker was inserted into

a cut made along the minor axis.

The sample was placed between two thoriated

tungsten pistons cut at 45° to the long axis and then

placed into an iron sleeve capped by alumina discs.  The

sample was then sheared in a gas pressure-medium

apparatus at a temperature of 1523 K and a confining

pressure of 300 MPa.

Experimental Results: Examination of the samples

with reflected light microscopy revealed the presence of

Fe-S rich bands or iented at 20-30° to the shear plane.

The starting material contained an initial melt fraction of

N = 0.05 distributed homogeneously throughout the

sample, and the melt-rich bands contain a melt fraction of

N . 0.15.  In a sample sheared to ( = 1.5 (PI-969), two

metallic melt-rich bands formed, one on either side of the

strain marker; one band  can be seen in Figure  1.  Both of

the bands are approximately 200 :m wide.  In another

sample sheared to ( = 2.5 (PI-1011), only one melt-rich

band developed and can be seen in Figure 2; in the rest of

the sample, the sulfide blebs are aligned with a melt-

preferred orientation antithetic to the shear direction.
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Figure 3: Reflected light micrograph of a portion of

one of the Fe-S melt-rich bands in sample PI-969.  The

dark gray phase is o livine, and  the bright phase is

sulfide.  Some of the olivine grains are surrounded by

the sulfide, indicating that local interconnectivity of the

non-wetting metallic phase has been achieved.

Figure 2: Reflected light micrograph of another sample

of olivine + 5 vol% Fe-S, sheared to ( = 2.5 (PI-1011).

The yellow lines highlight the  band , oriented at 30° to

the shear plane.  The black line running through the

center of the band is a pluck-out scratch that occurred

during polishing.

Discussion:  Previous deformation experiments on

the olivine +  MORB + Fe-S system revealed that MORB-

rich bands develop in systems deformed in simple shear

up to ( = 2.5 .  In this system, the iron sulfide blebs align

in a melt-preferred orientation and are coarsened in

regions around the MORB-rich bands.  Since the olivine-

MORB dihedral angle is <60°, the silicate melt forms an

interconnected network under hydrostatic conditions.

This network allows the MORB to redistribute during

deformation in response to pressure gradients that

develop in the sample.  In samples containing MORB,

the iron sulfide melt developed a melt preferred orienta-

tion rather than the metallic-melt rich bands seen in these

samples [3].

In samples without MORB , the Fe-S melt forms

similar bands despite the fact the metallic melt should

have zero effective permeability in olivine.  The olivine-

sulfide dihedral angle is ~80°, which means the sulfide

will typically be isolated in three-grain junctions, at four-

grain corners, and as grain boundary inclusions.  Defor-

mation of the matrix may cause nearby isolated b lebs to

connect, forming a local network through which the

metallic melt can flow. 

Yoshino et al. performed electrical conductivity tests

that revealed an interconnected network may form in

olivine + Fe-S at a melt fraction between 3 and 6 vol%

[4].  As the samples reported here contained 5 vol%

metallic melt, the sulfides may already form an intercon-

nected network, allowing the metallic melt to move by

porous flow.  This observation may account for the

similarity in structure and orientation of the sulfide bands

to the MORB-rich bands observed in other systems.

The segregation of metal from silicates may have

occurred earlier and faster than previously thought;

Earth’s core formation was complete within 30 My of the

formation of the solar system [5],[6].  The timescale over

which deformation induced porous flow can form a

metallic core is dependent on the permeability of the

system, which in turn changes with deformation.  The

redistribution of melt into sheets with N = 0.15 increases

the permeability of the sample by a factor of 300 the

original distribution of melt [7].  This increase in

permeability combined  with an interconnected melt

network prior to deformation means porous flow of

metallic melt may be easier than previously thought.
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